Golf Report 13th May
Saturday’s round of Medley Single Stableford attracted 96 players that included 9 visitors who all found
the course in very good condition. Unfortunately this was not reflected in the scores all being well down
on what would be expected. A grade was won by Bruce Berry with 34 points playing off 3 h/c. Glen Crow
was next (10) 33 points. In B grade Ted Beaton (16) had 36 points from Rodney Robertson (15) 32 points
to pick up the runners up voucher. Winner in C grade playing off 30 h/c was Lee Fewings with a score of
37 points from Les Mohr (23) 36 points. Ball rundown went to 29 and Drew Glasson was the only one at
this score to collect. Nearest the pins at the 2nd Ecomist Hole was Ian Vidler, Phil Frost the 5th, Mike
Summerill the 7th, Matt Allom the 8th, Pizza went to Sandy Huff from Eden Country golf club, Phil
Mander the 15th, and Chris Tinson took out the Pro Pin.
Thursdays Medley Single Stableford round had a field of 84 starters with another group of 20 players
running a separate competition as visitors. Two visitors took out A grade one Colin Habgood (Kempsey)
playing off a 7 handicap won the day in A grade 36 points, from Deepak Singh (Eastlakes) 11 h/c 35.
Others in A grade found it hard to even make the ball rundown to 31 with only Stu Johnston and Drew
Glasson collecting a ball in the rundown. For B grade John Hopkins (17) had 34 points from Rob
Coneybeare (16) 33 points. Only 3 other players in the grade made the rundown Paul Ryan, Andrew
MacKinnon and Peter Bush. C grade saw the standouts for the day with David Ogilvy (24) a 40 point
round with Peter Morriss (19) 39 points. Others in the grade to show some form Uri Ylinen and Kerry
McCoy 36 points while Kel McGoldrick and Col Dunne each a round of 35 points. Apart from those
mentioned balls went to 31 with Mark Cooney and Chris Tinson to collect. Nearest the pins went to
Bernie Dugdale at 2 while David Bird had a hole in one at the 5th. We in the group watched but did not
realise the ball was in one until we went searching for the ball. Andrew MacKinnon won the 7th, Drew
Glasson the 8th, Mark Robertson the Pizza at 13, Jason Belt took out Stu’s ball at 15th and Stu made his
day by collecting the pro pin at 18th.
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